Your success depends on providing your customers with the best tools available. But developing an
editor takes time away from working on your product. Use SlickEdit to deliver the most versatile code
editor available. Editing is our core focus—now you can concentrate on yours.

WHY

SlickEdit provides the award-winning
capabilities your customers crave.
Supports 40 languages on 7 platforms
with 13 editor emulations.
Unparalleled speed, power, and
flexibility.
20 years of development and
refinement.
Instant world-wide brand recognition.

WHAT

Choose the OEM solution that meets
your needs.
Use SlickEdit® as the framework for
your integrated development
environment.
Private-label SlickEdit as an integral
part of your product offering.
Supercharge your product by
incorporating the SlickEdit editor control.
Integrate DIFFzilla®, SlickEdit’s powerful
differencing technology.
Leverage SlickEdit editing capabilities
within the Eclipse™ development
environment.

An OEM arrangement allows you to deliver more value to
your customer base while managing your bottom line. With
SlickEdit, you can accelerate time-to-market and save man
hours in development efforts.
SlickEdit’s innovative technology has been selected as the
solution of choice across a broad range of industries.
Examples of successful integrations include embedded
systems and semiconductor companies, electronic payment
solution providers, process automation, and automated test
equipment manufacturers.
You have the opportunity to differentiate yourself from the
competition. Offer your customers a product with speed,
outstanding code navigation, a powerful differencing and
merge engine, a robust build system and, graphical
debuggers. You can also customize SlickEdit to support
additional languages. Use as little or as much as you need
to improve and add to the success of your product offering.
Face it, the value of your business lies in concentrating on
your core competencies. Partner with the provider of the
most versatile code editors available.

SlickEdit Technology Advantages
Quick Response Times
Unparalleled Code Navigation

HOW

SlickEdit provides the tools and support
to get the job done.
SlickEdit helps you analyze your editing
needs.
SlickEdit provides an OEM kit allowing
you to get up and running quickly.
Receive the personal service of an
assigned business manager and
software developer.
Marketing support with co-marketing
activities.

Outstanding Symbol Analysis
Numerous Configuration Options
Customizable Language Support
Editable, Dynamic Difference Tool
Recorded/Programmable Macros
Rapid Coding Features
Syntax-Driven Search
Code Beautifiers

Class Tool Window
Quickly view an outline of
members, any visible
inherited members, and
the inheritance hierarchy
of the current class. Sort
or filter the list by name,
line number, or package.

Symbol Navigation
Navigate quickly between symbols, definitions,
and references as you edit. Place the cursor in
a symbol, and press Ctrl+Dot to jump to its
definition. Press Ctrl+/ to list all references for
the current symbol and optionally jump to the
first one. Press Ctrl+Comma to go back.

Auto-Completions
SlickEdit helps to reduce your keystrokes by
automatically completing symbols as you type.
Type the first few characters of a symbol,
and after a brief pause, a list of possible
completions pops up. As you scroll through
the list, another popup shows the symbol’s
documentation, if it exists.

Comment Wrapping
SlickEdit helps you to
write cleaner comments.
As you edit, SlickEdit
automatically formats
and wraps block and line
comments, with border
characters preserved.

Editable, Dynamic Differencing (DIFFzilla®)
DIFFzilla provides powerful differencing capabilities. Compare
portions of files, entire files, or directories and view the differences
side-by-side. You can make edits, merge changes, and save
modified files easily within the results windows. The results view is
updated as you type, so you don’t have to rerun the comparison.

Preview Tool Window
Quickly view symbol information (such
as the definition or declaration) and
associated documentation in one spot,
without having to open the referenced
files.
To learn more about SlickEdit
OEM opportunities contact:
oem@slickedit.com
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SlickEdit Inc. provides software developers with multi-language development tools and the most advanced code editors available. Power
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